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Ukraine: The Performance and the Reality. Manlio Dinucci

By Manlio Dinucci, February 13, 2023

The San Remo Festival will be remembered as the “Festival of the two Presidents”: the
President of the Italian  Republic Mattarella at the opening and the Ukrainian President
Zelensky at the closing. The latter does not appear live, following the protests that were
raised in Italy. 

Engineering a Cult of Chaos to Undermine Rational Thinking.

By Julian Rose, February 14, 2023

The shadowy architects of The Great Reset/New World Order/One World Government pulled-
off  a  clever  trick  in  designing  a  totalitarian  programme  for  top-down  change  whose
individual parts each contradict one another. So, when put together by the ‘rational’ public
mind,  it  makes  people  feel  that  they  must  be  suffering  a  diminished  personal  level  of
intelligence,  because  they  can’t  make  the  agenda  make  any  logical  sense.

Russia Is Taking on All of NATO Plus Ukraine

By Kim Petersen, February 14, 2023

It  is difficult for the person-on-the-street to get a proper handle on what is happening in a
war. Regarding the current fighting between Russia and Ukraine, the monopoly media in the
“West” has often pointed to Ukraine winning. Other independent sources will  state the
opposite. Who should one believe?

Will the Turkish Earthquake Unleash Science from the Shackles of the Statisticians?
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By Matthew Ehret-Kump, February 13, 2023

On the morning of February 6, 2023 the people of Turkey and Syria were struck by a
devastating  7.8  magnitude  earthquake,  followed  by  a  6.7  aftershock  and  then  a  final  (we
hope) 7.5 M quake in the late afternoon. The effects of the three-fold quake struck deep into
Syria and as of this writing, over 23,000 deaths, and 500,000 injured have been counted in
Turkey and Syria, along with tens of thousands of injuries and incredible destruction to
infrastructure.

The War of Terror of a Rogue Superpower: Cui Bono?

By Pepe Escobar, February 13, 2023

Everyone with a brain already knew the Empire did it. Now Seymour Hersh’s bombshell
report  not only details how Nord Stream 1 and 2 were attacked, but also names names:
from the toxic Straussian neoliberal-con trio Sullivan, Blinken and Nuland all the way to the
Teleprompter Reader-in-Chief.

“Purges” in Ukraine: Defense Minster Forced to Resign, Team of Interior Ministry Die in
Helicopter Crash. Who’s Next?

By Karsten Riise, February 13, 2023

The leader of Ukraine’s National Security and Defense Council is Oleksyi Danilov. Danilov is
a  powerful  and interesting  figure.   After  taking  Soledar  a  few weeks  ago,  Russia  just  took
another strategic fortified town Krasna Gora yesterday. Russia is developing fast all the way
around Bakhmut. Russia is pressing everywhere on the frontlines and Ukrainian losses in
men and matériel are enormous.

Social Credit Brazilian Style: Basic Income (UBI) Recipients for Poorest Families Must be
Vaxxed

By Mark E. Jeftovic, February 13, 2023

Anybody who seriously thinks that Universal Basic Income (UBI) programs of the future
won’t be full blown social credit systems need look no further than Brazil, where newly
selected “socialist:” / globalist Lula da Silva just decreed that the Bolsa Familia program will
require family members to be vaccinated in order to continue receiving benefits.

Mind Control: WEF Technocrats Openly Plot to Observe and Track Human Thoughts with
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Implant

By Ben Bartee, February 13, 2023

Mind control is the final frontier of the technocratic revolution. What you say, do, buy, and
sell is increasingly trackable through technology. Yet, so far, the human mind remains a
sanctuary free from prying foreign eyes – the last refuge.

Lift Sanctions Against Syria to Lessen Sufferings of the People Caused by the Earthquake

By Dr. Chandra Muzaffar, February 13, 2023

The International Movement for a Just World (JUST) urges the American, British, Australian,
Canadian, Swiss and some  European Union and Arab League governments to lift the unjust,
immoral  sanctions  against  Syria  in  order  to  lessen  the  immense  sufferings  of  the  people

caused by the massive earthquake of 6th February 2023.

US Congress Opposed Nord Stream 2, in Favor of LNG

By Renee Parsons, February 13, 2023

There is little doubt that the war in Ukraine has always been about decimation of Russia’s
energy,  financial  and  military  resources;  especially  as  the  September  26,  2022  attack  on
Nord Stream 2 (NS) pipeline confirmed any lingering doubt.
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